Federation headquarters has commissioned the CMPE-118 class to simulate encounters in the Neutral Zone to ascertain if the Enterprise can successfully make it across. Each "ship" (aka 'droid) will take turns being either a Starfleet ship or a part of the Romulan fleet. Whoever defeats the other ship and exits the gate to the Neutral Zone will go on to the next round, until the ultimate victor-Romulan or Starfleet-is decided.
The Neutral Zone Fig. 1 The Neutral Zone playing field. Obstacles are 11" cubes, positioned at random with at least 12 inch clearance between them. Light blue grid is 1ft squares; drawing is to scale.
Project Specifications:
The droid must be a stand-alone entity, capable of meeting all specifications while drawing power only from batteries. Your code must be flashed into the PIC32, and for setup purposes, you may be able to communicate to your droid using a standard terminal program. Once operational status is complete, the computer will be disconnected.
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The field for the tournament consists of an 8ft square marked on the floor with 2" wide wall around the perimeter. Black tape marks the edge of the Neutral Zone as well as the home and opposing target "gates."
The task is to navigate through the Neutral Zone, avoiding the "asteroids," destroy the enemy ship using Ping-Pong ball photon torpedoes, and exit the gate at the other side. That is, you must travel from your own gate and out the enemy gate. Points are awarded for completing the task. You need to engage your opponent using Ping-Pong balls, and points will be scored for each hit on the opponent.
Both droids will carry a standard 4" wide beacon that is transmitting an IR signal at 2KHz with a 50% duty cycle. (See the class website for a sketch of the machine specs for mounting details.)
Each droid must have a set of locating holes to mount the beacons/targets (SolidWorks part provided) with at least ¾" of depth from the top of the holes. The beacon must be at 11" off the ground, and must not be blocked by any part of your droid.
Your machines will be placed at random within two feet of the center of your starting gate (a 24" square encompassing the gate) in a random orientation. In a head-to-head match, two droids will be placed on their respective starting squares at random locations/orientations.
Points are awarded as follows:
Navigating to the opposite gate: 100 points (150 for successful mission) Ramming opponent: 20 points Being rammed by opponent: -20 points (mutual collisions: 0 points for both) Each ping pong ball hit on opponent: 10 points Each ping pong ball hit on your droid: -10 points Your robot is required to stay within the field (marked by 2" black tape), defined by keeping half of the robot within the black tape. Robots exiting the playing field (more than half the robot over the black tape boundary) will be disqualified. Your robot is required to detect collisions and resolve them (e.g. if the opponent 'bot or one of the obstacles is blocking your path, you need to be able to maneuver around an immovable obstacle).
Robots are placed onto the field and have 2 minutes navigate the field and exit the opposite gate. The game ends immediately after the first 'bot exits the opposing gate. The entirety of the robot must exit the gate, and no part of the robot may cross over the black tape boundary lines. If no winners result from completing the game, the droid with the most points at the end of two minutes wins. The tournament will be run in a double elimination fashion until just one robot remains.
Your machine is required to occupy a volume not to exceed 11" x 11" in horizontal dimensions and 11" in height when initiated. Your machine must contain the complete supply of balls to be used during the event.
The minimum requirement for a passing grade is that you are able to: (1) Navigate to the opposing gate, (2) score two ping-pong ball hits on the opposing bot, and (3) resolve collisions with the non-moving obstacles. There will be a dead (unmovable) 'bot on the field and three random 11" cube obstacles during the min-spec check-off; you must be able to resolve collisions with all of them. Scoring does not affect grading, but will be used as the basis of the competition between teams. Once your machine has been activated, the operator may not touch it until the entire sequence is complete. During operation, the machine is required to stay within the boundaries of the field, and back off collision objects as specified above.
You are limited to a total team expense of less than $150/bot. Parts scavenged and from the "box of freedom" don't count against this total. Our intention is not to turn this into an arms race.
A report describing the technical details of the machine will be required. The report should be of sufficient detail that a person skilled at the level of CMPE118 could understand, reproduce and modify the design.
Field Specifications:
The field is nominally 8' by 8', made out of the white marker board MDF with 2" wide black PVC pipe tape lines. Be careful that your wheels/skids/castors do not chew up the field, we only get one. A full scale drawing in included on the website with 1ft grid spacing to make measurements easy.
Obstacles are 11" cubes that will be placed at random on the field with at least a 12" gap between them (so that your robot may pass). The location of the obstacles will change at each round of play. You should be able to see the opposing teams beacon on top of the obstacles (depending on where you have placed your sensor).
The gate is 24" wide, centered at the top and bottom of the field. It is the only gap in the tape lines. At the center of the gate, a tape line extends towards the center of the field for 36" with two cross marks at 12" and 24" into the field, respectively. The cross mark closer to the gate is 24" wide (centered on the vertical line) and the farther one is 36" wide, also centered on the vertical line.
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The edges of the out-of-bounds zone are 45 degree lines beginning at 12" outboard of the gates, and extend to the edges of the field at 24" from the top or bottom edge. Your robot will be placed within a 24" square centered on the first cross mark at your gate. At least half of your robot will be within this starting area, and the orientation will be random.
Exiting the gate consists of moving at least half of the robot out of the gate area off the field. No part of the robot may cross the black boundary lines to either side of the gate (it is possible that a physical gate 24" wide will be implemented there).
Further clarifications about the field specifications should be posted to the Piazza forum.
Safety:
The machines should be safe to the user, the lab and the spectators. For this project, excessively high velocity ball delivery will be discouraged (so go ahead and forget about that CO 2 PVC pipe launcher you were thinking about.) Voltages are limited to the rechargeable batteries in the lab (you may purchase your own if you'd like), and intentional jamming of the opposing robot or masking of your own beacon is considered foul play and not allowed. 'Bots deemed unsafe will be disqualified.
Prior to competition your robot should not transcend space or time in any way, nor should your robot alter gravity within our Solar System. However, during competition, gravity and space-time may be altered at will.
Evaluation:
Performance testing procedures: All machines will be operated by at least one of the team members. There will be one round for grading purposes done in the lab to evaluate 'droid performance. The public competition is purely for entertainment purposes (though if you have not yet checked off, successful completion of the minimum spec tasks during the public demo counts).
Level 1: Grading evaluation. Each machine will be graded based on its performance in the testing before the class competition at the end of the quarter. Each machine will have up to 2 minutes to win the match. Grading is not based on point value, but is simply a measure of successfully making it to the opposite gate. Essentially: how well does your 'droid complete the task.
Level 2: Class Competition. After a few trial runs, each group and machine will be entered into a double-elimination tournament. Each machine will receive points as outlined above for successful attacks delivered within the 2 minutes. Note that the tournament is a public demo, and be sure to invite all of your friends and family. They might want to know where you have been for the past 10 weeks. We should have enough time to do grudge matches at the end.
Grading Criteria:
1. Concept (20%): This will be based on the technical merit of the design and coding for the machine. Included in this grade will be evaluation of the appropriateness of the solution, as well as innovative hardware and software and use of physical principles in the solution.
2. Implementation (20%): This will be based on the prototype displayed at the evaluation session. Included in this grade will be an evaluation of the physical appearance of the prototype and the quality of construction. We will not presume to judge true aesthetics (though we might comment on it), but will concentrate on craftsmanship and finished appearance.
3. Report (10%): This will be based on an evaluation of the written report. It will be judged on clarity of explanations, completeness and appropriateness of the documentation.
4. Performance (20%): Based on the results of the performance during the evaluation session.
5. Design Evaluations (30%): Based on check-off completion.
Project Milestones:
First Review: Tuesday, 12-February-2013, presented in class (using overhead projector or tablet). Note that this is done by each person in the class individually.
Generate 5 concepts of how you are going to build a droid that will successfully compete in the tournament. Sketch them all out, and deliver a sketch of your best two concepts to the professor at least 2 hours before class begins, include:  Sketches  Details where you have them  Plan B in case things don't work out the way you expect
Check-off 1: Thursday, 14-February-2013, Presented to TAs or Instructor at the beginning of class.
Using the five concepts that each of you created for the first review, now that you are assigned to teams, come up with 5 team concepts for your design. Mix and match between the best of your designs. How are you and your team going to accomplish your project goals? Get some details written down in your engineering notebooks.
Deliverables are:  5 detailed TEAM concepts for solving the project.  Make copies of them for your teammates and yourself. 
PS:
With this many people in the lab, it is going to be very important that you keep the lab clean and not leave your things out. We will be assigning I/O boards and batteries to each team, and they will be yours until the project is over. An early trip over the hill to Halted will probably be very useful, and if you are going to order things from McMaster or Digikey/Jameco, gang your orders together to save on the shipping.
We will be bringing down our "box of freedom" with random parts that people have donated over the years, and if you happen to find surplus printers, or other random electronics that people no longer want, feel free to dismantle and put parts in. However, please discard all parts that are not salvageable in an appropriate e-waste container so as to reduce clutter in the lab.
Drive motors have, in general, been a make-or-break part of the project. I would strongly suggest you consider purchasing some gearhead motors from Jameco or MPJA.com. Ordering them early (ie: now) would ensure that you have a set that will work by the time you need them. I will post on Piazza what I think are decent motorsgang the order together and you can get expedited shipping very reasonably.
PPS:
The Mechatronics Beer Challenge-any team that is able to complete minimum spec. with a fully functioning and finished 'droid a full week ahead of the deadline (5-March-2013) gets a case of beer or other equivalent adult beverage (within reason) supplied by the instructor. Only one team has ever collected this.
